Estimating 3D human pose from monocular images demands large amounts of 3D pose and in-the-wild 2D pose annotated datasets which are costly and require sophisticated systems to acquire. In this regard, we propose a metric learning based approach to jointly learn a rich embedding and 3D pose regression from the embedding using multi-view synchronised videos of human motions and very limited 3D pose annotations. The inclusion of metric learning to the baseline pose estimation framework improves the performance by 21% when 3D supervision is limited. In addition, we make use of a person-identity based adversarial loss as additional weak supervision to outperform state-of-the-art whilst using a much smaller network. Lastly, but importantly, we demonstrate the advantages of the learned embedding and establish view-invariant pose retrieval benchmarks on two popular, publicly available multi-view human pose datasets, Human 3.6M and MPI-INF-3DHP, to facilitate future research.
Introduction
Over the years, the performance of monocular 3D Human pose estimation has improved significantly by leveraging complex CNN models. [37, 18, 35] . However, these methods rely heavily on large-scale 3D pose annotated training data, which is difficult and costly to obtain, especially under in-the-wild setting for articulated poses. The two most popular 3D ground-truth annotated datasets, Human3.6M [7] and MPI-INF-3DHP [13] , have 3.6M and 1.3M annotated poses, respectively. Unfortunately, these datasets are biased towards typical indoor setting like uniform background and illumination and lack real-world environment variations [37] . However, it is relatively easier to obtain time-synchronized video streams of human poses from multiple different viewpoints. Therefore, techniques that can employ un-annotated multi-view human-pose data to learn the 3D structure and geometry could prove benefi- * -equal contribution cial for human-pose estimation with small amount of annotated data. To this end, we propose a metric learning based approach to jointly learn a 3D human pose embedding and pose regression using the embedding from synchronized videos of human motion with very limited pose annotations. Our approach doesn't require camera extrinsics or prior background extraction. Therefore, it can be easily extended to train with further un-annotated in-the-wild data. We seek motivation from a recent work in [22] , where image generation in different views via a geometry-aware latent space is used to improve pose-estimation under limited 3D supervision. This method, however, requires camera extrinsics and static background during training, which limits its application to indoor datasets. Our proposed approach is free from these constraints and, therefore, can potentially be used for in-the-wild setting. Moreover, we also show superior performance with faster inference.
We utilize our framework to improve pose estimation accuracy under limited 3D supervision. We show that weak supervision in learning the embedding ensures that our model's performance degrades gracefully when 3D supervision is progressively reduced. Additionally, we eliminate the subject-specific appearance information from our latent embedding with the help of an adversarial mechanism which leads to further improvements and outperforms the current state-of-the-art [22] . Lastly, we use smaller network architecture that affords 3X faster inference time. A simplified overview of our approach and its utilization is shown in Fig. 1 . The formulation of our loss function leads to a view-invariant embedding, and in Sec. 5, we demonstrate the richness of our learned embedding to capture human pose structure invariant to viewpoint by way of carefully designed pose retrieval experiments and establish novel benchmarks on Human3.6M and MPI-INF-3DHP to facilitate future research. A summary of our contributions is,
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram explaining the motivation of our work of learning an pose embedding from multi-view images and utilizing the embedding for 3D pose estimation and view-invariant pose retrieval. The learned embedding space lies on the surface of a multi-dimensional unit hyper sphere. A detailed 2D T-SNE visualization of the embedding space in presented in the supplementary material.
• Formulating view-invariant pose retrieval benchmarks based on Human3.6M and MPI-INF-3DHP datasets.
Related Work
In this section, we first review prior approaches for learning human-pose embedding followed by a discussion of previous weakly supervised methods for monocular 3D human pose estimation to bring out the differences between our approach and the previous art. Later, we discuss the usage of deep metric learning in capturing image similarity.
Human Pose Embedding
Historically, human-pose embedding have been employed in tracking persons [34, 10] . Estimation of 3D human pose and viewpoint from input silhouettes via learning a low dimension manifold is shown in [4] . Pose regression and retrieval in 2D by learning pose similarity embedding is shown in [9, 16] , but they require 2D annotations. In [27] , the need for 2D annotations is eliminated by using human motion videos and temporal ordering as weak supervision with a metric learning based loss. Unlike the aforementioned approaches, we learn a view-invariant 3D human pose embedding by taking advantage of semantically similar images in synchronized multi-view videos. In [29] a 3D pose embedding learnt using an over-complete autoencoder for better structure preservation, however unlike us they requires require full 3D annotations.
Weakly Supervised 3D Human Pose Estimation
Majority of supervised 3D Human Pose Estimation algorithms [14, 12, 31, 21, 17] use 3D pose labels to train a model for regressing 3D joints locations from images or decouple the problem into 2D joint regression followed by 2D-to-3D lifting. In either case, they need large amount of annotated 2D and 3D training data. Another line of work [33, 26] focuses on training for 3D estimation with datasets capturing the scene in multi-view images. In [19] , approximate 3D human joint labels for supervision are generated by triangulating its corresponding 2D annotations from multiple view images. Utilizing multi-view images during training has recently been proposed in [23, 22, 20, 3] . Methods using multi-view images can further be classified into the following categories, strong 2D and limited 3D supervision -Methods mentioned in [23, 20, 3] use full 2D supervision from in-thewild datasets like MPII [1] to either estimate 3D pose from images or perform 2D to 3D pose lifting. In [3] , a latent embedding capturing 3D pose is learned by reconstructing 2D pose from the embedding in a different view. A shallow network requiring much less supervision is subsequently learned to regress 3D pose from the embedding. In [20] , back-projection of predicted 3D pose to its 2D representation and its difference with the input 2D pose is used as a weak supervision in [20] . Additionally, it uses multiple temporally adjacent frames at inference to refine predictions. A network with pre-trained weights for 2D pose estimation is used for 3D estimation in [23] . limited 3D supervision -To alleviate the need for a large amount of 2D annotations, [22] learns an unsupervised embedding and estimates pose from it with limited 3D supervision. Novel view synthesis using synchronized videos from multiple views is used to learn a geometry aware embedding capturing human pose. This method however still requires camera extrinsics and background extraction.
Our proposed method also utilizes synchronized videos from multiple views to learn a pose embedding but unlike [22] does not require camera extrinsics and background information. Moreover, due to our metric learning based approach, we do not require to perform image-reconstruction that affords smaller networks, Resnet-18 [6] vs. Resnet-50. Subject-specific appearance disentanglement from human pose embedding has been shown in [22] using appearance swap followed by an image reconstruction task. Such swapping mechanism doesn't guarantee removal of appearance from pose embedding as the network has an alternate information pathway through the pose branch. We, on the other hand, adopt the method in [11] using adversarial losses to remove the subject-specific appearance information from our pose embedding.
Learning Image Similarity
To learn image similarity, images are mapped to a low dimensional embedding space via a CNN and trained with a contrastive or triplet loss. In contrastive loss [25, 36, 5] , semantically similar image pairs (positive pairs) are mapped close together in the embedding space while those dissimilar content (negative pairs) are mapped far apart. In triplet loss [2, ?] , the hard constraint of contrastive loss is relaxed by ensuring a relative separation between positive and negative image pairs by a pre-determined margin. Hence, the euclidean distance between two images in the embedding space gives the measure of their similarity. For our application a pair of images are semantically same if they represent humans with the same underlying 3D pose.
The performance of models using either of the losses is highly dependant on the quality of dissimilar samples used during training [25, 36] . The current state-of-the-art image descriptor learning framework Hardnet [15] provides a good-trade-off between performance and training time by selecting the hardest negative within a batch. Inspired by its performance and simplicity in training, we adopt the hardnet to learn our pose embedding.
Proposed Approach
Our proposed approach is comprised of two modules i) learning an embedding capturing human pose information from multi-view time synchronised videos using metric learning ii) regressing 3D human pose from the embedding using minimal 3D supervision. We jointly learn the two modules as shown in Fig. 3 . Metric learning provides a weak supervision and reduces the dependency on large 3D annotations in our framework while pose regression guides the framework to learn pose specific features. The following sub-sections explains the two modules,
Metric Learning
To learn our pose embedding via metric learning, we utilise Hardnet framework [15] due to its the state-of-the-art performance in image patch matching invariant to camera viewpoints. The datasets used for training have the following generic format. The entire data is divided into images belonging to one of S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . S n } set of subjects. The set P ⊂ IR 16×3 is the set of all possible poses and each pose is viewed from V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . v q } set of viewpoints.
In the hardnet training regimen, each batch consists of paired anchor( § va p ∈ X ) and positive( § v b p ∈ X ) images that share same pose p ∈ P but taken from different viewpoints v a and v b . X ⊂ IR 3×256×256 is the set of all images. It is to be noted, since we use time synchronization to choose a pair of anchor and positive, it is implied that they share the same subject. However different anchors within a batch can be from different subjects. We pass both the anchor and positive images through feature extractor (F θ F : X → Ψ; Ψ ⊂ IR 512×4×4 ) to generate features {ψ
The feature extractor network is parameterised by θ F . The features are then finally passed through an embedding generating network (G θ G : Ψ → Φ; Φ ⊂ IR dim φ ; where dim φ is dimension of our embedding). Let's assume we feed anchor and positive images to F in batches of m. Once corresponding features {φ pi respectively. Mathematically, the sampling is formulated in Eq. 1. Here, α denotes the margin.
The average triplet loss over the batch is then given by,
Similarly, the average contrastive loss is given by,
Our anchor and positives examples always share the same subject and it results in unwarranted appearance bias in the embedding. Hence, to improve pose accuracy, it is necessary to disentangle appearance information from our learned embedding. To this end, we introduce an adversarial loss on our ResNet feature extractor F θ F so as to fool an ap-
Our formulation is inspired from [11] where adversarial training is used to disentangle individual identity and other facial information from images of faces. Formally, we define our adversarial formulation with input image x i and subject label y i ∈ Y and predictionŷ i in Eq. 4,
In Eq. 4, L class tries to make the classifier M predict higher probability for the correct target while L adv tries to fool the classifier to predict uniform probability for all subjects by tuning the ResNet feature generator F. At equilibrium, F generates features Ψ which are devoid of any subject appearance information. Note that our weak supervision losses namely, L class , L adv , L cnstr / L trip do not require camera extrinsics, background extraction, pose annotations etc. and the only sources of supervision are synchronizing the videos, annotating the subject and pre-trained ImageNet [24] weights.
Pose Regression
Most 3D human pose estimation approaches focus on regressing pose in the local camera coordinate system. In this representation, frames captured from different camera views but of the same time instant will be associated poses with different 3D co-ordinates values of the body joints. However, the frames are all mapped to the same point in our embedding space irrespective of their viewpoint by our formulation. Hence, regressing pose in this representation from our learned embedding is ambiguous as the relation to be learned by the regressor is one-many. In this regard, one can utilise pose represented in the MoCap system's coordinate system. We term this representation as global pose. In this representation, frames captured from different viewpoints belonging to a particular time instant are associated with one pose. However, frames captured at different time instants can contain poses which are rigid body transforms of one another while having same set of 2D projections. In such cases, regressing pose from our embedding is again learning a one-many relation. In Fig. 2 , an example of such ambiguity is illustrated.
To estimate 3D pose from our embedding and bene- fit from the embedding loss, we formulate a corresponding view-invariant pose representation. We term this representation as canonical pose. To ensure consistency among poses captured from different camera views and at different time instants in our canonical pose representation, we ensure that the bone connecting the pelvis to the right hip joint is always parallel to XZ plane. In Human3.6M dataset, the upward direction is +Z axis while XY plane forms the horizontal. So, we rotate the skeleton about the +Z axis until the above mentioned bone is parallel to the XZ axis. This makes the depth aligned along Y axis. We don't require any translation since the joint positions are root relative with pelvis being the root. As an added bonus, unlike pose estimated in camera coordinates, our predicted canonical pose does not change orientation with variations in camera viewpoint. A similar approach to achieve a rotation invariant pose is suggested in [32] . Note that the canonical pose is constructed directly from MoCap system's coordinates and doesn't require camera extrinsics. We learn our canonical pose from the latent embedding Φ space mentioned. To this end, we use a shallow network (H θ H : Φ → P), as shown in Fig. 3 . We regress pose using L pose = p −p 1 , with target pose p ∈ P and predicted posep.
We train our framework with all the losses simultaneously by default and optimize different network parameters according to Eq. 5. Note that the the gradient from L class does not flow through the network F. We also provide ablation on the different losses to understand their impact on pose estimation accuracy.
The metric learning loss used to learn Φ serves as a weak supervision in canonical pose estimation. The L conrst loss ensures latent embeddings φ 
Implementation and Training Details
We build our architecture on the ResNet framework and choose the 18 layer version in our implementation. We only use the first 4 residual blocks and initialize them with pretrained ImageNet [24] weights. In addition, we modify the batch-norm layers by turning off the affine parameters as suggested in [15] . When the input image size is 256 × 256 , the output of the ResNet network is 512 × 8 × 8. We down- p are a pair of anchor and positive images taken from different camera views. F is the ResNet based feature extractor. G maps features extracted ψ from F to our embedding φ. The Hard Negative Sampling module performs in-batch hard mining as given in Eq. 1. Network H regresses posep from our embedding φ. Classifier M is used to classify subjects from set S from features ψ. L class , L adv and L pose are discussed in Sec. 3.2. Network blocks sharing same colour also share parameters. sample the ResNet output by half using a MaxPooling layer to get Ψ. The embedding network G maps it to the output embedding of dimension dim φ , using a Fully-Connected layer and BN layer followed by L2-Normalization as done in [15, 30] . The value of dim φ is 256 for all our experiments. The classifier network M consists of Conv(512, 256, kernel=1), BN, ReLU, Conv(256, 256, kernel=4), BN, ReLU, FC(256, |S|) with |S| = 5.
For regression, similar to [12] , we normalize the dataset for each joint. The pose regression network G consists of fully-connected layer FC(256, 48), with Φ ⊂ IR 256 . We choose the margin α for L conrst to be 0.6. Adam [8] with default parameters (α = 0.9, β = 0.99) is used as the optimizer with initial learning rate 10 −3 . The model is trained for 25 epochs with the learning rate dropped by 0.1 after every 15 epochs with a batch size of 128. A schematic diagram of our network architecture is shown in Fig. 3. 
Datasets
We use the popular Human3.6M [7] and MPI-INF-3DHP [13] datasets.
• Human3.6M -The dataset contains 3.6 million frames captured from an indoor MoCap setting with 4 cameras(V). It comprises of 11 subjects (actors)(S), each performing 16 actions with each action having 2 sub-actions. Following the standard protocol [28] , Protocol 2, we use subjects (S1, S5, S6, S7, S8) for training and (S9, S11) for testing. As used by several other methods, we use images cropped using subject bounding boxes provided with the dataset and temporal sub-sampling to include every 5 th and 64 th frame for training and testing phase, respectively,
• MPI-INF-3DHP -This dataset is generated from a MoCap system with 12 synchronized cameras in both indoor and outdoor settings. It contains 8 subjects(S) with diverse clothing. We use the 5 chest height cameras(V) for both training and test purposes. Since the test set doesn't contain annotated multi-view data, we use S1-S6 for training and S7-S8 for evaluation.
Evaluation
We perform the same quantitative experiment as presented in Rhodin et. al [22] to establish the benefits of the learned embedding in pose estimation. We evaluate using two well adopted metrics, MPJPE and Normalized MPJPE (N-MPJPE) (introduced in [23] ) which incorporates a scale normalization to make the evaluation independent of person height as our evaluation metric. We compare our proposed approach and its variants against a baseline which only uses L pose . In addition, we compare our method against the approach proposed by Rhodin et. al [22] and [23] , although it estimates human poses in the camera coordinate system. [22] . Our proposed model outperforms the current state of the art.
We also report the performance of Rhodin et. al [22] using ResNet-18 as the feature extractor instead of ResNet-50. It is to be noted [22] uses additional information at training time in form of relative camera rotation and background extraction which requires sophisticated, well calibrated setup. We acknowledge existence of more accurate methods than [22, 23] on Human3.6M when abundant 2D and 3D labels are available. However, like [22] to highlight the point of limited supervision, we omit them in our comparison. We also report performance of [3] which requires limited 3D supervision but uses full 2D supervision from MPII [1] dataset. We did not include the results of [20] as it requires multiple temporally adjacent frames at inference. We report both N-MPJPE values when our model is trained and tested on Human3.6M dataset with progressively less supervision for pose regression in Fig. 4 . The amount of supervision is reduced gradually from full supervision using all 5 subjects, to S1+S6, only S1, 50% S1, 10%S1 and finally 5% S1. Our proposed model clearly outperforms the baseline as 3D supervision is reduced with a gain of 33 mm (21.5%) N-MPJPE when only S1 is used for supervision). The performance of our model shows little degradation even on further reduction in supervision. A variant of our proposed model with appearance not disentangled also beats the baseline convincingly but performs worse compared to when appearance is disentangled. The observation validates the importance of L conrst in providing weak supervision capturing 3D pose and the need to eliminate appearance bias. Qualitative comparison of our method against the baseline is shown in Fig. 4 . In Table. 1, we compare MPJPE and N-MPJPE values of our approach against baseline and [22] . Considering N-MPJPE, our method outperforms [22] by 14 mm when fully supervised on 3D data and by 2 mm when supervision is limited to S1. When MPJPE is considered the difference is 4 mm. Interestingly as mentioned in [22] , the performance of [23] drastically falls when pre-trained weights from strong 2D pose supervision is not used (reported in Table 1 as Rhodin [23] * and Rhodin [23] ). Table 1 : Comparing N-MPJPE and MPJPE values between different approaches on Human 3.6M dataset when supervised on all 5 subjects and on only S1. Note: Pre-trained ImageNet weights are used to initialize the networks by all the methods. Methods or its variants marked with '*' are supervised with large amount of in-the-wild 2D annotations from MPII [1] dataset either during training or by means of a pre-trained 2D pose estimator. All other methods use much weaker supervision by assuming no 2D annotations and ours outperforms the state-of-the-art [22] in such settings.
Supervision
Method N-MPJPE MPJPE We additionally compare performance of our learning framework when target pose is represented in MoCap's(global pose) against our canonical representation in Table. 2. The increase in N-MPJPE by 43mm for global pose validates the importance of our canonical representation to the efficacy of our approach.
An additional benefit of our proposed framework is that it uses a much smaller ResNet-18 feature extractor as compared to ResNet-50 used in Rhodin et. al [22] . This enables our model achieve an interference time of 24.8 ms in comparison to 75.3 ms obtained obtained by [22] averaged over batch size of 32 using NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. Hence, our method performs roughly 3X faster inference while attain- Figure 5 : Qualitative results on canonical pose estimation by our proposed framework (Ours) against our Baseline on Human 3.6M test split (S9, S11). Both the models are trained with supervision from labels of subject S1. Our method produces more accurate estimates for even for challenging poses like 'sitting', 'kneeling', 'bending' ing better accuracy.
View Invariant Pose Retrieval
In this section, we demonstrate the quality of our learned embedding through a series of retrieval tasks and provide benchmarks against an oracle on popular human pose datasets. Given a query image of a human from a particular view, our learned embedding ensures that images from all the other views are mapped close to it in the embedding space.
To quantify the view-invariance, we formulate Hit@K which measures the percentage of queries with the exact pose among the top K poses retrieved through the embedding. For example, 85% Hit@5 indicates that out of 100 queries, 85 queries have atleast one of the images with exact pose but from a different viewpoint in the top 5 retrievals. We also define Hit@K All which registers a hit when all of the images with exact pose are present in top K retrievals.
Further, we want to ensure that the images with similar pose should be clustered together in the embedding space. In this regard, we propose Mean PA-MPJPE@K which measures the Procrustes Aligned Mean Per Joint Position Error(PA-MPJPE) of K closest neighbours from other views. The retrieved poses, although similar to the query in terms relative skeleton configuration, can have different orientations. Hence we use PA-MPJPE, which is MPJPE calculated after rigid alignment of retrieved pose with the ground truth of query pose, for a fair evaluation.
Evaluation
We compare our model against an oracle which uses ground truth 3D annotations. Given a query image, we ensure that the retrieval database contains images taken from viewpoints other than that of the query image. It is done to clearly bring out the view invariance property of the proposed embedding. The aforementioned two performance metrics are used to quantify the pose retrieval performance, namely Mean PA-MPJPE@K and Hit@K. First, we report the Mean PA-MPJPE@K between query pose and its K nearest neighbors in the embedding space. In Fig. 6 , we show comparison of Mean PA-MPJPE@K of retrieved poses when retrieval is done from images with: Case 1: all test subjects including that of query's. Case 2: all test subjects except that of query's, termed as cross. We report our results relative to the oracle. The horizontal plots with low errors suggest that our model picks poses similar to that of oracle irrespective of K. The error is lower for Case 1 than Case 2 due to the presence of images from different viewpoints sharing the exact pose as that of query's.
Our second metric, similar to [9] , is computing Hit@K which measures the occurrence of a correct pose among top K retrievals using nearest neighbors. A retrieved pose is considered correct if it is exactly same as the query pose but from a different viewpoint. However, unlike [9] , we do not retrieve poses having same viewpoint as that of query. We measure Hit@K under Case 1 settings previously mentioned. Under easy('E') setting, a hit is registered when a retrieved image with the correct pose differs in viewpoint with the query by less than 90
• . Under hard('H'), the viewpoint difference has to be more than 90
• . Unlike, 'E' and 'H', in 'All', a hit is considered when correct poses from every viewpoint other than that of query are present in the top K. The evaluation of this metric on our model is shown in Fig. 7 . We achieve high accuracy rates of more than 85% for easy('E') viewpoint differences on Human3.6M even for low values of K = 2, 5. For hard ('H') viewpoint differences, the performance goes down but still remains above 70%. However, the most impressive performance of our model is shown when retrieving 'All' other views with K = 5. The accuracy is close to 50%. This implies our model retrieves all the 3 corresponding views in the top 5 slots, half of the time. The performance on MPI-INF-3DHP is comparatively lower than Human3.6M, specially on low K values. We attribute this to MPI-INF-3DHP having smaller training data. We have included qualitative results of our retrieval experiments in the supplementary material.
Discussions
An interesting observation from pose regression results shown in Fig. 4 , is that our proposed model performs worse than the baseline under full 3D supervision. This is also observed in [22] , and one possible explanation is that the additional weak supervision losses lead to a joint optimum which is sub-optimal for pose regression. But in case of reduced 3D supervision, all the losses work in synergy and produce a high improvement over the baseline pose accuracies. To analyse this further, in Table. 3 we show the result of adding progressive pose supervision on Mean PA-MPJPE@5 for cross subject retrieval on Human 3.6M dataset. We observe that even a limited amount of pose supervision (5% S1), reduces Mean PA-MPJPE@K by 13.23mm. We can also see that using only L pose supervision on S1 without other losses, leads to poor retrievals. Here, we note that a single embedding trained with both L pose and L conrst outperforms the respective task specific embeddings, when 3D supervision is limited. 
Conclusion And Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrated a metric learning approach to capture 3D human structure and its effectiveness in both pose estimation and pose retrieval tasks. More specifically, the information from our embedding reduces the need for 3D supervision when regressing human pose, enabling our method to outperform contemporary weaklysupervised approaches even while using a smaller network. Further, we provided strong benchmarks for view-invariant pose retrieval on publicly available datasets.
In future, we plan to use multi-view synchronised videos captured in-the-wild and synthetically generated, consisting of images taken from a large no. of viewpoints with diverse appearances, to improve the quality of the embedding and in the wild generalisation. Also, we plan to apply our approach to recognize actions from unseen viewpoints. Figure 8 : Shows top 5 pose retrievals using our embedding on Human3.6M [7] and MPI-INF-3DHP [13] datasets. The top row marked in Red is the query image, the next five rows shows retrieved images taken from different viewpoint having similar poses.
Supplementary Material

Qualitative Pose Retrieval Results
In Fig. 8 , we provide examples of retrieved poses from viewpoints different to that of the query from the popular Human3.6M [7] and MPI-INF-3DHP [13] datasets.
Visualisation of Embedding Space
In Fig. 9 , a 2D T-SNE visualisation of our leaned pose embedding space is shown. Figure 9 : The top image shows a 2D T-SNE visualisation of our learned embedding space on test split of Human3.6M [7] . In bottom left and right images, zoomed in views of green and red boxes from top are shown respectively. One can observe the clusters of similar poses formed in the zoomed in boxes. Note: The 2D visualization provided is an approximation of the original embedding space which lies on the surface of a multi-dimensional unit hyper-sphere. Hence, there are inconsistency in smoothness in the pose space at some places.
